Tom’s Weekly Newsletter April 21, 2021
Here are a couple of charts on parts of the market that are important to keep
an eye on even if they aren’t highlighted that often in the weekly newsletter.
iShares Transportation Average ETF (IYT) --- Transports
iShares Russell 2000 ETF (IWM) --- Small Caps
A gauge on the strength and sustainability of the economy and the markets is
the transports. Stocks in this sector can be used as a tell on how well rallies
can be sustained in that it shows consumers are buying goods and these goods
need to be shipped / delivered.

Year to date 2021 on IYT
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Next to highlight is the small caps. The index that is comprised by those
stocks classified as a small cap stock is the IWM.
The assessment by many is small caps tend to lead the markets.
The Dow, S&P 500 and NASDAQ are at or near all time highs even after selling
off the past couple of days, but the IWM (small caps) is not.
It did, however, rally 2.4% higher today.

Year to date 2021 on IYT
The IWM is often considered a leading indicator both higher and lower.
If the IWM sells off and breaks yearly support the bigger markets may follow
and start to trail further off.
The other possibility is the IWM follows through on today’s nice surge and the
bigger markets rally continues.
Tom Gentile
C1P Chief 1-Percenter
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Four Corners of the Market
SPY - SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust

The markets (SPY) had its first two consecutive day drop since the latter part
of March of this year.
At least for today SPY shrugged that off and traded higher – almost taking out
Monday’s opening price.
The candle body of today engulfed the previous day’s body, but as Jay teaches
where the candle reversal happens is as important as the formation itself.
Even though the formation is that of an engulfing pattern it is not a reversal
because the bullish engulfing pattern is not happening at a low or support
area.
It is a bullish day, but I need to see more follow through to the upside to feel
confident the pullback is over.
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TLT - iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF

Bonds, as represented by TLT, has made a series of higher lows off its March
lows.
The thing to do is gauge overhead resistance levels. Start out with an
observation of these price levels and look at them as price targets for TLT.
Once TLT gets there watch to see if it takes out that price level, which is a
bullish sign for it, (especially if it takes out that price resistance and holds that
level).
TLT took out the resistance level of 138 Thursday of last week. It did so on a
gap and has since pulled back to fill that gap. It looks like it has a chance of
taking out the next level resistance as I see it which is 140.
UUP - Invesco DB US Dollar Index Bullish Fund
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The technicals are showing a mixed perspective one can take when assessing
potential future direction for UUP.
On one hand the stock gapes down through a support level.
It filled that gap up until today and today’s price action results in it being a
bearish reversal day: the security closes lower than its open.
This lends itself to the observation this old support is possibly going to be new
resistance.
On the other hand, darknet is showing a ‘R’ reiterated buy signal.
Prices can slide (or climb past its B and R signal), but the fact they are showing
up gives notice it may find a bottom eventually.
If UUP slides we could see equities gaining strength to the upside again.
USO - United States Oil Fund, LP
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A gravestone doji.
The price of the security opens at one price, trade higher intraday, but ends up
back at (or real close) to its open price.
It is a doji and Doji’s tend to signal indecision in the marketplace, but this one
gives a bit more indication of weakness as the bulls had a chance to take the
stock higher and close higher, but it sold off back to its starting point on the
session.
It is bearish and typically happens at the end of an up move. Even though this
formation happened at neither a pivot top nor low, it is still more of a bearish
indicator.
This may mean a stall and eventual move lower is in store. Or as Mike Wade
says – unless it doesn’t.
GLD - SPDR Gold Shares
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GLD formed a double bottom price support over the past 20-trading days.
This was the support of the box trading range I have been highlighting the last
couple of newsletters. The range of that sideways price pattern was 6-points
(roughly a 158 support and 164 resistance).
To reiterate a technical means to assess potential price targets is take the
width of the range and add that amount to the price of the break for your next
anticipated move.
Add 6-points to the break of resistance at 164 and that would make for a 170
target. Which just so happens to coincide with the 50% retracement (fib tool).
Paper Trade / Test an Idea with Money Calendar
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Typically, with Money Calendar (MC), Tom wants us to highlight MC patterns
20-30 trading days in length.
The concern with that, and oh by the way this is Jay, is that during earnings
season we run in to the situation where the end date is past an earnings date.
That means before the pattern has a chance to run its back tested amount of
days earnings will come out.
Unless we are trading an earnings pattern as taught by Tom from his System
Mastery Course or an earnings strategy learned from Mike Wade and his
Earnings Mastery, we do NOT loke to hold options trades over an earnings
report.
Despite a good or bad report there is too much volatility in price and IV that
can wreak havoc on one’s option position.
One thing I want to look at is testing a Money Calendar pattern on a security
with a period of days (or end date) less that the 20-30 days.
We haven’t really done this in the past 7-years since we brought Money
calendar to everyone’s attention.
You know we do not recommend any option trades, nor do we front-run
(meaning place an actual trade in our accounts then showing you all that
trade).
What I am exploring with you here is a case study / a paper trade idea or two
or three on a security with a MC pattern less than two weeks (which is less
than two weeks so as not to risk holding over the eps report.
One other thing to note is if we can find a security with an end date right
before the eps date we might be able to see if the security sees an increase in
price as folks try to buy ahead of a eps report.
We can also see if the IV rush helps the paper trade going into the eps report.
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I am going to bring up the list of securities that made the list for the MC list for
April 21, 2021.
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I sorted the list by those with a 100% in their Accuracy column. This means
the security traded higher 10 of the past 10 years over that period of days.
I am highlighting and going to run this test on CAH as its earnings is May 6 and
the end date on CAH is prior to that NOT after.
I am going to test an option strategy with an expiry of May 6, (there is an April
30 expiry, but I would like to see what Put Credit Spread looks like with an
extra week of time as that could make for a bit more profit over the April 30
expiry).
I am NOT going to test a long call, because the avg. profit or price move is only
$0.97 and that will not give a big enough price move to expect a double on the
options I was looking at.
I WILL look at a put credit spread based on where I think the stock will not be
at expiration and I WILL look at a call debit spread based on where I
anticipate the stock would be or need to be at expiration to reach max
profitability on that trade idea.
I encourage you all to use the tools to look up all kinds of combo’s of spreads
and see what looks ideal to you.
Let start with the Call Debit Spread first:
The stock is CAH. Avg. Profit or price move per MC data is $0.97. Add that to
the closing price (per the tools) of $61.71 and a target is seen as $62.68.
I like to set up call debit spreads where the sold strike of the spread is just
below the target price.
That way when the stock is above the sold strike, I have a greater chance of
exercise and assignment and max profitability is more likely.
Here is the call debit spread I will test / paper trade:
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This has a chance at a 67% roi. If CAH is above 62 at expiry the markets can
exercise the 62 call and the account can assign the 61 call and make the $1.00
or $100 per contract. Offset that $100 by the cost of the spread ($0.60 or $60
per contract) and that would bring in $0.40 or $40 per contract.
On thing our instructors teach is a goal of making 1% per day on spreads.
This is a potential 67% roi over 16 days. That is better than 1% per day.
One other thing to check is the Statistics and Probabilities box at the bottom of
the risk graph page.
I look at the percent probability at expiration as that is when max profitability
is possible.
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Here is a put credit spread I will test / paper trade:

In this scenario I still want the security price to be above the sold strike of the
spread. In this case, with the puts, if the stock is above the sold strike of the
spread no one will want to ‘Put’ me the stock at a lower price than what they
can get on the open market.
That option should expire worthless and since I don’t need to then ‘Put’
anyone to stock at the other strike I bought that leg expires worthless and the
result is the Put Credit Spreads expire and I keep the full credit amount.
The credit is $0.23 or $23 per contract. $23 on a risk of $77 ($1.00 wide
spread offset by the $0.23 = $0.77 on a per contract basis) is a 29.8% return
potential.
Let me point out again, the target price on the security is $62.68.
Should CAH be at that target price or at least above $59 no one should make
me/us buy it… we should not be put to stock at $59 and therefor wouldn’t
need to put anyone else to stock at 58.
This too, is a situation where the return is greater than 1% per day.
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Not as much as the call debit spread but look at the probability of profit on
this Put Credit Spread.

The question is are you an options trader who will sacrifice profit for
increased probability? Or will you take more risk for more profit?
The cool thing about testing and using the tools to test / paper trade we can
get test both, get some results and see what happens and let that experience
help us determine that.
Thanks, Jay
Tom Gentile
C1P (Chief 1-percenter)
Disclaimers
Stock and options trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risk.
You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the stock and
options market. Do not trade with money you cannot afford to lose.
This is neither an offer to buy/sell/ or recommend a particular stock or option.
Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Unlike an actual
performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading.
Also, since the trades have not been actually executed, the results may have under or
overcompensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity.
Simulated trading programs in general are also subject to the fact that they are designed with
hindsight.
No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar
to those shown.
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Disclaimer of Warranties and Liabilities Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC including
employees, consultants, and editors ("Publisher") cannot and do not warrant the completeness or
accuracy of the content found in our areas, or its usefulness for any particular purpose.
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC also make no promises that our content or the service
itself will be delivered to you uninterrupted, timely, secure, or error-free. Under no circumstances
will Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC be liable for direct, indirect, incidental, or any other
type of damages resulting from your use or downloading of any content on our site.
This includes, but is in no way limited to, loss or injury caused in whole or in part by our negligence
or by anything beyond our control in creating or delivering any portion of Tom Gentile and
TomsTradingRoom, LLC.
You are agreeing that you bear responsibility for your own investment research and investment
decisions. You also agree that Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC will not be liable for any
investment decision made or action taken by you or others based upon reliance on news,
information, or any other material published by Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC.
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC relies on various sources of information that we believe
to be accurate and reliable. However, we make no claims or representations as to the accuracy,
completeness, or truth of any material contained on our site.
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC are educational portals, providing content for educational
and informational purposes only. Neither Tom Gentile nor TomsTradingRoom, LLC are a
broker/dealer. Investors need a broker to trade stocks and options and must meet certain
requirements. All securities, futures, and investments data and ideas are offered to self-directed
investors. All prices in USD unless noted otherwise.
A full disclaimer can be found here: http://www.tomgentile.com/legal_disclaimers.html.
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